INSPECTION REPORT No.: ZA1450-0104/5EN

INSPECTION REPORT

In accordance with instructions received from “OSCAR Production Group” LLC we carried out the inspection at the territory of “OSCAR Production Group” LLC, Dnepropetrovsk and Nikopol, Ukraine for the purpose of:

PRODUCTION MONITORING AT “OSCAR PRODUCTION GROUP” LLC, DNENPROPETROVSK AND NIKOPOL

We certify the following:
Inspection place: “OSCAR Production Group” LLC, Dnepropetrovsk and Nikopol
Inspection date: 05.05.2015.
The following results were obtained in course of inspection:

PRODUCTION MONITORING AT “OSCAR PRODUCTION GROUP” LLC

CONCLUSION
The monitoring of production at “OSCAR Production Group” LLC and political public situation in Dnepropetrovsk and Nikopol proved that no risks which may influence the raw material supplies, production processes and stable finished products shipment existed at the moment of inspection.

This document is issued by the Company under its General Conditions of Service accessible at http://www.sgs.com/terms_and_conditions.htm. Attention is drawn to the limitation of liability, indemnification and jurisdiction issues defined therein.

Any holder of this document is advised that information contained hereon reflects the Company’s findings at the time of its intervention only and within the limits of Client’s instructions, if any. The Company’s sole responsibility is to its Client and this document does not exonerate parties to a transaction from exercising all their rights and obligations under the transaction documents. Any unauthorized alteration, forgery or falsification of the content or appearance of this document is unlawful and offenders may be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Signed and dated in Dnepropetrovsk on May 06, 2015
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For and on behalf of
FE SGS UKRAINE